Anchor Charter Boats
Plan for REopening


1: We have waiting areas marked for seperate groups 6' Apart. We also have signs on boat with rules and requirements.
2:Our employees are privided masks,Gloves and goggles. They have person supply of hand sanitizer and wipes.
3:Our employees are trained to properly protect themself and customers. They are also trained in properly sanitizing the boat and all equipment.
4:Our employees will wear a mask at all times and frequintly sanitize the boat,equipent and themself. They are also trained to keep distance from people unless nessesary.
5: Our customers are required to wear masks and keep social distance as well as properly sanitize themselfs when needed.
6: We are upfront with customers on the phone at the time of reservation about all requirements and how to load safely.
7:Our crew is trained to keep customers social distancing and safe. customers will be asked to leave if they do not cooperate.
8:We try to use Credit card for payment and sanitize anything touched by customers.
9:Richard Thornton (916)807-0052 Corinne Thornton(707)964-4550
10:We take all reservations by phone.
15:Our customer sign in sheets have an agreement that they will comply with all requirements.
16: If someone on our boat were showing signs of Covid-19 we would keep them away from everyone else and return to port and sanitize everything.
17: Our Bathroom gets spray sanitized top to bottom and renced with clean water.
22:We go over everything with all customers first thing as they arrive. We continually remind people of saftey requirments throughout the trip.
23: Our Rod holders are 6' apart and groups are requiered to keep 6' social distance.
24: throughout the trip and after all guest are gone the entire boat is washed and sanitized. All touchable surfaces are properly cleaned and sanitized. Our fishing gear is properly cleaned and sanitized after every use. 

